Get control of your fuel costs — no matter what vehicles you use

Introducing the Cross Roads™ mixed-fleet card from WEX.

Sedans, vans, heavy trucks, 18-wheelers. If your business has a variety of vehicles, the new Cross Roads fleet card gives you the flexibility to use one card, one account, for all of them — regardless of whether they fuel at gas stations or truck stops.

It’s accepted at over 160,000 sites across North America, more than any other fueling network. Plus, it provides support for all the discounts, spending controls and reporting you expect from the world’s premier fleet card provider.

Ask your WEX representative for more information on these Cross Roads advantages:

- Fuel up virtually anywhere — with all the security you expect from WEX
- Supports Cost Plus/ Retail Minus “Better of” pricing
- Consolidates reporting for all vehicles
- Spend controls help prevent card misuse
- Supports discounts at both gas stations and truck stops
- Transparent discount reporting lets you see both retail price and your savings
- Integrates with WEX ClearView Analytics for visual data analysis on diesel fueling
- Superior WEX customer support

If you want to bring fuel purchasing and expense management for all your vehicles together into a single solution, apply for the WEX Cross Roads card today by calling WEX, the fleet card industry leader.

WEX Cross Roads
1-800-492-0669
CustomerSupport@wexinc.com